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Abstract

Our main interest research is focused on reaching a decentral-
ized form of social order through the usage of social norms in
virtual communities. In this paper, we analyze the effects of
different sets of social norms within a society. The simulation
scenario used for the experiments is a metaphor of a resource-
gatherer prehistoric society. Finally, we obtain a qualitative
ranking of all the possible sets of social norms in our scenario
performing agent-based simulation.

Introduction and Related Work
Social norms are part of our everyday life. They help people
self-organizing in many situations where having an author-
ity representative is not feasible. On the contrary to insti-
tutional rules, the responsibility to enforce social norms is
not the task of a central authority but a task of each member
of the society. From the book of Bicchieri (Bicchieri 2006),
the following definition of social norms is extracted: “The
social norms I am talking about are not the formal, prescrip-
tive or proscriptive rules designed, imposed, and enforced by
an exogenous authority through the administration of selec-
tive incentives. I rather discuss informal norms that emerge
through the decentralized interaction of agents within a col-
lective and are not imposed or designed by an authority”.
Social norms are used in human societies as a mechanism to
improve the behaviour of the individuals in those societies
without relying on a centralized and omnipresent authority.
In recent years, the use of these kinds of norms has been
considered also as a mechanism to regulate virtual societies
and specifically societies formed by artificial agents ((Saam
& Harrer 1999), (Shoham & Tenneholtz 1992), (Walker &
Wooldridge 1995), (Grizardet al. 2006)). From another
point of view, the possibility of performing agent based sim-
ulation on social norms helps us to understand better how
they work in human societies.
One of the main topics of research regarding the use of so-
cial norms in virtual societies is how they emerge, that is,
how social norms are created at first instance. This has been
studied by several authors ((Axelrod 1986), (Sen & Airiau
2007), (Gilbert 2002), (Kittock 1994), (Savarimuthuet al.
2007), (Excelente-Toledo & Jennings 2004)) who propose
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different factors that can influence this emergence. We di-
vide the emergence of norms in two different stages: (a)
how norms appear in the mind of one or several individu-
als and (b) how these new norms are spread over the society
until they become accepted social norms. We are interested
in studying the second stage, the spreading and acceptance
of social norms, what Axelrod (Axelrod 1986) callsnorm
support. Our understanding of norm support deals with the
problem of which norm is established as the dominant when
more than one norm exists for the same situation. In the
literature we can find several works ((Sen & Airiau 2007),
(Kittock 1994)) that address with this problem, using a pris-
oner’s dilemma as evaluation function, converting the prob-
lem of norm support in a coordination problem, where the
agents have to learn to cooperate with the rest of the society,
otherwise any kind of social punishment will be applied to
them.
Our model, in contrast to those solving coordination prob-
lems, can deal with social norms that are not representable
in a decision table and the rewards for following a certain
norm are not known a priori. A similar approach can be
found in the work of Cecconi and Parisi (Cecconi & Parisi
1998), where they also deal with a simulated resource con-
suming society. In their work, agents do not know before-
hand how good the sets of social norms they follow are, even
though the authors only consider two well differentiated sets
of social norms (individual strategy or collective strategy of
resource consumption). However, a society can have several
(more than just two as we have already seen in the litera-
ture) sets of social norms abided by different members of
the society. In the work of Sen (Sen, Biswas, & Debnath
2000), we observe that the authors present 6 different strate-
gies (or sets of social norms), but they study the behaviour
of mixed populations of these kinds of agents. Neverthe-
less, each of these sets of social norms, acting individually,
can be of different quality with respect the society’s goal.
Therefore, it is useful to know beforehand the quality of a
set of norms in a society, assuming that all the agents share
the same set of social norms. In this paper we present a deep
analysis of simulation results and the statistical techniques
usedto establish a ranking of quality of all the possible
sets of social normsthat members of a well-defined society
can abide by. The assumption addopted is that all the mem-
bers share the same set of social norms, with the hypothesis
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that, when agents find themselves in a socially mixed soci-
ety, they will tend to a common set of norms, and such set
of norms should be optimal. The research contained herein
follows that performed by (Villatoro & Sabater-Mir 2007)
where a genetic algorithm was the mechanism in charge of
finding the most efficient set of norms in a given society. The
main motivation (and part of future work) of this research is,
once the quality of each different set of social norms is de-
fined, to create simulations of heterogeneous societies. In
these simulations agents will be loaded with different sets
of social norms, and agents will be provided with the ability
of changing their set of social norms. Therefore, we plan to
observe a convergence of all the agents into a set of social
norms. Our final goal is to study the mechanisms that favour
that the final dominant set of social norms is the best in the
ranking we have previously established. The article is struc-
tured as follows: firstly, we present the motivation of the
problem and the inspiration we are using for the simulation
scenario. Secondly, it is described the problem we deal with
in this article, as well as the hipothesis. Subsequently all the
details of the simulation model are specified. Thirdly, the
experimental setting is introduced and the results of the ex-
periments are analyzed. Finally, we draw some conclusions
from the results obtained.

Reference Scenario
In order to design an scenario where the usage of social
norms is significant, we are inspired by real life examples
((Paolucci, Conte, & Tosto 2006), (de Waal 1996)), where
the usage of social norms is vital for the survival of the so-
ciety. The society we use for our experiments is a resource-
gatherer distributed and decentralized society. All the mem-
bers of the society survive by consuming resources that ap-
pear randomly in the environment and exchanging the re-
sources among them byabiding to a set of social norms.
Depending on the quality of these social norms, the society
succeeds in the task of increasing the average life expectancy
of its members.
The application domain of this research is directly related
to an ongoing research which is carried out by a group of
archaeologists. We are presented a non-prehistoric society,
already extinguished, known as‘the Yámanas’. This society
was located in Southern Argentina and are one of the groups
of the societies commonly known as ‘canoeros’. They lived
there for around 6000 years in a very hostile environment.
The main success, and reason of study, of this peculiar so-
ciety is their ability of auto-organization: theYámanaswere
able to auto-organize themselves as a hunter-gatherer soci-
ety. The archaeologists consider as the hypothesis that the
key of success in this society was due to their strong re-
spect for a known set of social norms (represented as a set
of myths). These social norms regulated, amongst other
behaviours, the resource exchange between theYámanas.
From the study of Gusinde (Gusinde 1982), we extract that
social norms for resource exchange regulation only made
sense in such societies when the resources to be exchanged
would appear sporadically although of a large contribution
when they appear (e.g. finding a whale on the beach was
a huge amount of resources but it would not happen fre-

quently). Therefore, we adapt the parameters of the simu-
lation to this scenario.
We want to stress that even though we inspired our simu-
lations by the previously described society, the simulation
scenario is a simplification of it. Consequently, we do not
intend to affirm that the results obtained out of our simula-
tions, as they are now, are directly applicable to real soci-
eties. Notwithstanding, the results have relevance for soci-
eties of virtual agents.

Statement of the Problem
The problem to be faced in the following sections is a study
of the effects of each set of social norms within the society
that uses them. We perform an exhaustive analysis of every
possible set of social norms in our resource-gatherer society,
forcing each time all the members to share the same set of
social norms. This analysis provides us with the necessary
information toestablish a classification of sets of social
norms depending on their quality. The quality measure
used in our experiments is the Average Life Expectancy of
the agents. Having fixed the ranking , we observe the char-
acteristics that make a set of social norms optimal, with the
intention of applying this characteristics to different scenar-
ios in the future work. Our hypotheses are:

- H1 - Different sets of social norms obtain different results
on the quality measure we are using.

- H2 - Environmental settings can affect the ranking of so-
cial norms.

- H3 - Social norms promoting selfishness generate hetero-
geneous societies (as dictatorships).

- H4 - Homogeneous societies are obtained with sets of so-
cial norms that promote empathy.

Simulation Model
We use a multi-agent system for our simulation. This multi-
agent system is defined as an undirected graph:MAS =
〈A, Rel〉, whereA = {Ag1, Ag2, Ag3, . . ., Agn} is a set of
n agents representing the vertices of the graph, withn ≥ 1;
andRel the set of relations (edges) between the agents. All
the neighbours of distance 1 in the graphMASof a certain
agent is defined as theneighbours networkof this agent.
All the agents are initially loaded with 100 resource units.
The simulation algorithm is based on a discrete step timing
model, where each time step the algorithm observes the state
and consequent actions of each agent before ticking another
time step. Every time step, the simulation algorithm runs
over every agent. The order in which the algorithm runs
over the agents is randomly changed each time step. In this
way all the agents are able to execute their actions, in a ran-
dom order each time step, anulling any kind of advantage of
one agent over the rest.
Each agent consumes one resource unit each time step as
energy consumption for survival. When one agent exhausts
its resources, it dies. After dying, agents are able to ressur-
rect with the initial resource conditions, after recalculating
its Average Life Expectancy(ALE). This ALE is calculated
by averaging the age of death plus the previous ALE. At the
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beginning of the simulation, all agents are loaded with an
initial ALE of 100.
Firstly, in each time step, our algorithm evaluates (follow-
ing continuous uniform probability distibution) if each of
the agents have to find resources by observing the agentRe-
source Gathering Probability, that is defined as:
Resource Gathering Probability (Prg) is ranked in the inter-
val [0, 1]. Prg specifies the probability an agent has to find
resources each time step.
In case the algorithm evaluates that an agent has to find re-
sources, the agent will receive a large amount of resources
that can either use for its own consumption or for donating.
Secondly, in each time step, our algorithm evaluates if an
agent has to meet another agent by observing the agentIn-
teraction Probability, that is defined as:
Interaction Probability (Pint) is ranked in the interval[0, 1].
Pint specifies the probability of an agent to meet another
agent connected to it.
In case the algorithm evaluates positively that an agent has
to meet another one, it randomly chooses another agent from
the agent’s neighbours network. The interactions among
agents are done always in pairs, and both agents have to
choose an action when interacting. This decision is taken
following theset of social normsthat each agent has inter-
nalized. The set of norms specifies if the agent has to give
or not give resources to the other agent, depending on both
agent’s resource levels. In order to formalize our concept of
social norm, we first need to define several terms.
All agents can perceive a finite set ofobservablesO, and
each element of the set is denoted asob. Every agent also
has a finite set ofactions A, and each element of the set is
denoted asa.
Every agent can find itself in a finite set of differentsitua-
tionsS, and each element of the set is denoted assit ⊂ O.
In other words, asituationis a combination of different ob-
servables.
Given that, asocial normSNi is a tuple formed by a situa-
tion and an action:SNi = {〈sitg,ah〉 | sitg ∈ S, ah ∈ A}.
In our scenario, the set of observables is formed by the fol-
lowing propositional terms:O = { Plenty(Me), Plenty(You),
Normal(Me), Normal(You), Starving(Me), Starving(You)},
where: Plenty(X)indicates thatAgent’s Xresource level is
over 100 units;Normal(X)indicates thatAgent’s Xresource
level is between 25 and 100 units; and,Starving(X)indi-
cates thatAgent’s Xresource level is below 25 units. The
values that X can take areMe andYou, representing the act-
ing agent and the partner agent in the interaction. When two
agents meet, each agent is able to observe its own level of
resources and its opponent level. The whole list of possible
situations (formed by two observables) in which an agent
may find itself can be seen in Table 1. The set of possible
actions areA = {Give Resources, Do not Give Resources}.
The combination of all possible situations associated to an
action generates aset of social norms.

Each agent always abides by the set of social norms that
it has internalized. When the social norm indicates to give
resources, the agent has to decide the amount of resources
it gives. Each agent has been provided with aDonation
Reasoning Processthat allows it to calculate the amount of

Situation Action
Starving(Me) Starving(You) To Give / Not To Give
Starving(Me) Plenty(You) To Give / Not To Give
Starving(Me) Normal(You) To Give / Not To Give
Plenty(Me) Starving(You) To Give / Not To Give
Plenty(Me) Plenty(You) To Give / Not To Give
Plenty(Me) Normal(You) To Give / Not To Give
Normal(Me) Starving(You) To Give / Not To Give
Normal(Me) Plenty(You) To Give / Not To Give
Normal(Me) Normal(You) To Give / Not To Give

Table 1:Situations and Actions. Structure of a set of social
norms.

resources to donate. The Donation Reasoning Process is the
following:

if (AgeA ≥ ALEA) and(ResourcesA ≥ P lentyLevel)
then

Donation =
SharingFactor × (ResourcesA − P lentyLevel)

else
Donation = (1 − SharingFactor)2 × ResourcesA

end

AgeA corresponds to how old Agent A is.ALEA refers
to the Average Life Expectancy of Agent A.ResourcesA is
the amount of resources that Agent A posses at that moment.
PlentyLevelis the level in which the agent is considered to
be plenty. AndSharingFactoris a factor applied to donate
a relative amount of the total. In the experiments studied
herein this sharing factor is fixed on a 70%.
In other words, when an agent has more resources than what
it needs to increase its average life expectancy, it donates
more; when an agent do not have enough resources, it do-
nates a smaller amount.
The donation reasoning process has been designed in such
a way so that it fulfils the motivation of the scenario we are
simulating that were introduced in previous sections.

Experiments and Results
Once the characteristics of the simulation platform have
been grounded and the architecture of the agents is clear,
we make use of them to test our theories of how efficient a
set of social norms can be.
We suspect that depending on the amount of resources avail-
able in the environment, a different set of social norms will
be the most efficient in every scenario, changing therefore
the behaviour of the agents depending on the availability of
resources.

Experiment Design
We need to test every single set of social norms over a soci-
ety where every member of the society shares the same set
of social norms. We have decided to load into the simulation
a society with the following characteristics:

• The number of agents loaded in the simulation has been
fixed to 90. This amount of agents allow us to approxi-
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mate the society result to a normal distribution, so that it
fulfills the central limit theorem.

• Fully Connected Neighbour Network: every agent is con-
nected to all the other agents in its neighbour network.

• All the agents have the same Interaction Probability, and
it has been fixed toPI(Agenti) = 0.1. This parameter
is fixed to this value to avoid the continuous interactions
among agents. A limited number of interactions makes
the result of this interaction more important when hap-
pening.1

• All the agents have the same Resource Gathering Proba-
bility, and this parameter (PRG(Agenti)) is variable de-
pending on the experiment.

• All the agents have the same set of social norms. Every
possible set of social norms is loaded into the agents, ex-
ecuted and analyzed its effect after a period of time.

• When agents find resources, 250 units of resources are
found.1

Apart from these parameters, we also have to specify the
simulations parameters. All simulations are run for 250000
steps. In each simulation, a different set of social norms
is loaded, until all possible sets of social norms have been
executed. For each different set of norms, 20 simulations are
run and certain parameters are saved. These parameters are:
Average Life Expectancy of each agent, Standard Deviation
of the Average Life Expectancies of the society, and Median
Average Life Expectancy of the society.
As it was explained in SectionSimulation Model, each agent
could find itself in 9 possible different situations. In each of
these situations, an agent always has two options: to give
or not to give resources. Therefore, 2actionsraised to the
power of 9situationsgives us a result of 512 different sets
of social norms that will be studied separately.

Experiment 1
In this first experiment we have fixedPRG(Agenti) =
0.0025. This value indicates, for example, that in a grid
world of 100 cells in each side, 25 cells (out of 10000) would
be loaded with resources every time step. We consider it a
low resource gathering probability, which do not allow the
society to perpetuate. Therefore, we are interested in find-
ing out which are the sets of norms that lengthen the average
life expectancy of the society. After running an exhaustive
test over all the possible set of social norms, we can observe
the results in the following figure. The horizontal axis repre-
sents each one of the 512 possible sets of social norms. The
vertical axis represents the mean of the median average life
expectancy of the society from each of the 20 simulations.

H1 - Different sets of social norms obtain different re-
sults on the average life expectancy of the agentsis veri-
fied with the results. In same environmental conditions, dif-
ferent sets of social norms produce different results in the
agents average life expectancy. The society, notwithstand-
ing the social norms used, does not get to perpetuate for the

1This value has been chosen to fulfil the reference scenario pre-
viously presented and obtained from (Gusinde 1982)

Figure 1: Median Average Life Expectancy using different
sets of social norms.PRG(Agenti) = 0.0025

whole simulation in any of the simulations. Therefore we
observe which sets of norms obtain the best results. In Fig-
ure 1, we can perfectly distinguish between three different
levels:

1. In the first level (median average life expectancy (ALE)
lower than 300) we define theBad sets of social norms.

2. In the second level (median ALE between 300 and 400)
we define theAveragesets of social norms.

3. In the third level (median ALE higher than 400) we define
theGoodsets of social norms.

In Figure 1, and in the levels aforementioned, we constantly
refer to the mean of the median ALE. This median ALE
represents information from only one member of the soci-
ety, and does not provide us a with precise idea of how the
rest of the society has behaved. It could happen that in two
different societies with the same median ALE, the distance
between the best and the worst member of the society was
very different: one very large, representing a heterogenous
society; and one very small, representing a homogenous so-
ciety. In order to observe the homogeneity of each society,
produced by the sets of social norms, we observe also the
Average Standard Deviation of the simulations. If the Av-
erage Standard Deviation is low, this shall mean that all the
agents have obtained similar results, obtaining consequently,
an homogeneous society.

In Figure 2, we can observe four different data clusters:

• The lowest one (A) indicates a poor performance of these
sets of social norms that this cluster holds. Although the
bad performance of the set of norms in respect to the me-
dian average life expectancy of the society, it shows a very
low standard deviation. The average median life of the
agents is relatively low, but, so it is the standard deviation,
which means that all the agents inside these societies ob-
tain similar ALEs. The sets of norms in this cluster are
tagged aslow.

• The following one (B) shows an average performance.
Inside this cluster it can be seen two smaller ones. One
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Figure 2:Median Average Life Expectancy VS Mean of Stan-
dard Deviation.PRG(Agenti) = 0.0025

of the smaller clusters represents more homogeneous (re-
ferring tothe resulting population) sets of norms than the
other one, although the median life of the agents is aver-
age with respect to the rest of the social norms. The sets
of norms in this cluster aremedium.

• The third cluster (C) shows the sets of social norms that
we define ashigh. Societies using these sets of norms ob-
tain a good median ALE, similar (slightly smaller in this
third cluster) to the best cluster. It also results in a more
homogeneous society than the last one. The sets of norms
in this cluster can be tagged ashigh and homogeneous.

• The last cluster (D) is the most dispersed one. Although
the performance in the “Mean of Median” axis is the high-
est, it is also the cluster that shows a higher standard de-
viation. These sets produce societies in which the “me-
dian agent” obtains a very good ALE, although the rest
of agents obtain very different values. Therefore we can
state that the sets of norms in this cluster arehigh but
heterogeneous.

The sets of norms that show a good (high) performance
deserve a deeper study. Consequently we extract such sets
of norms and analyze the characteristics of both high clus-
ters (C and D).
The sets of norms obtained in the heterogeneous cluster are
the ones with the following IDs: 128 - 135, 192 - 199, 384 -
391, 448 - 455.
Each of the sets of social norms corresponds to a complete
table of situations and its corresponding action. For exam-
ple, the sets of norms identified as 128 - 135 are represented
in Table 3. In each of the columns we can identify the action
that is associated to the corresponding situation: To Give
Resources (G) or Not To Give Resources (N G).

The set of norms in Table 3 (128-135) can be simplified
into a more generalized one. This generalization is done
following the theories of Karnaugh maps. By observing
the three middle rows, these correspond to the situations
Plenty(Me)and all the three possible observables forYou.
Therefore, and pursuant to the theory of Karnaugh maps, we

generalize that the corresponding action for the situations
with the observablePlenty(Me) is always Do not give,
without considering theYouobservables (regardless of the
value thay may hold, result would not vary). In a similar
way we generalize the last three rows, corresponding to the
situations with the observableNormal(Me). Finally, the
first three rows, corresponding to the situations with the
observableStarving(Me), can be omitted. This is also done
following Karnaugh maps theory. Since all possible com-
binations are covered, we can consider that that situation
is not meaningful when extracting the generalization. The
resulting generalization is:

If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

If Normal(AgentA)

If Plenty(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

By repeating the previous generalization procedure with
the rest of sets of social norms, we obtain the following (“ab-
stracted”) sets of social norms:

1. For the Sets of Norms (128-135):
If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

If Normal(AgentA)

If Plenty(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

2. For the Sets of Norms (192-199):
If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

If Normal(AgentA)

If (Plenty(AgentB ) or Starving(AgentB )) Then Give Resources to

AgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

3. For the Sets of Norms (384-391):
If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

If Normal(AgentA)

If (Plenty(AgentB ) or Normal(AgentB)) Then Give Resources to

AgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

4. For the Sets of Norms (448-455):
If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

If Normal(AgentA) Then Give Resources toAgentB

Moreover, the generalization process can be performed on
these resulting four generalized sets of social norms, obtain-
ing just the last of the generalized set of social norms, since
this one represents the most general situation. One conclu-
sion that we may extract from this experiment is: when be-
ing an agent in resource-scarce environments, do not con-
sider the others state, give only when you are normal and
do not give when you are plenty of resources. This kind
of norms promote the enrichment of those who arePlenty,
favouring from those that continously die and ressurect, and
not returning anything to the society. Thus, we have ob-
tained a selfish society, but remembering that obtains good
results although in an heterogeneous manner. Therefore,H3
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Situation Set 128 Set 129 Set 130 Set 131 Set 132 Set 133 Set 134 Set 135

Starving(Me) Starving(You) N G G N G G N G G N G G
Starving(Me) Plenty(You) N G N G G G N G N G G G
Starving(Me) Normal(You) N G N G N G N G G G G G
Plenty(Me) Starving(You) N G N G N G N G N G N G N G N G
Plenty(Me) Plenty(You) N G N G N G N G N G N G N G N G
Plenty(Me) Normal(You) N G N G N G N G N G N G N G N G
Normal(Me) Starving(You) N G N G N G N G N G N G N G N G
Normal(Me) Plenty(You) G G G G G G G G
Normal(Me) Normal(You) N G N G N G N G N G N G N G N G

Figure 3: Sets of Norms 128-135

- Social norms promoting selfishness generate heteroge-
neous societiesis confirmed.
We still have to analyze the homogeneous cluster. The
norms extracted (following the same previous procedure)
from the homogeneous-high cluster are the following:

1. If (Plenty(AgentA) or Normal(AgentA))

If Plenty(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

2. If Normal(AgentA)

If (Plenty(AgentB ) or Starving(AgentB )) Then Give Resources to

AgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA)

If Plenty(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

3. If Normal(AgentA)

If (Plenty(AgentB ) or Normal(AgentB)) Then Give Resources to

AgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA)

If Plenty(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

4. If Normal(AgentA) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA)

If Normal(AgentB) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

On the other hand, these norms, in contrast to the hetero-
geneous norms, do pay attention on the other agents state
to decide the action to take, confirming thatH4 - Homoge-
neous societies are obtained with sets of social norms that
promote empathy. Possibly, this refinement in the decision
process is the cause of the homogeneity.

Experiment 2
In this second experiment we have increased the amount of
resources by fixingPRG(Agenti) = 0.004. We consider
it a probability where agents, depending on the efficiency
of the set of social norms, can achieve a good performance.
Therefore, in this experiment we pursue the same objective
described in Experiment 1: to find which are the codes that
lengthen the average life expectancy of the society. After

running an exhaustive test over all the possible set of social
norms, we observe the results showed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Median Average Life Expectancy using different
sets of social norms.PRG(Agenti) = 0.004

In Figure 4, we can observe a similar pattern of the dis-
tribution of the results over the space search. Although the
scale in the axis of mean of median is larger this time, we
can observe three levels as well:

1. In the first level (median ALE lower than 6000), we iden-
tify the Bad sets of social norms.

2. In the second level (median ALE between 6000 and
14000), we identify theAveragesets of social norms.

3. In the third level (median ALE higher than 14000), we
identify theGoodsets of social norms.

At this time we also study the results in terms of homogene-
ity. This can be observed in the following figure.

As it happened in the first experiment, in Figure 5 we can
observe four different data clusters. This time, it is more
difficult to affirm which of them is the best cluster with re-
spect to the others. On the one hand we have sets (A and B)
that obtain poor results on the “mean of median” scale, but
with a very low standard deviation. On the other hand, we
have the most dispersed cluster (D), which obtains the best
results, although showing a very high standard deviation. Fi-
nally, the third cluster (C), which obtains lower results than
the fourth one, despite also having a lower standard devi-
ation. However, when compared to the second cluster, we
can observe a significant raise in the standard deviation for
a not much significant raise in the “mean of median” scale.
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Figure 5:Median Average Life Expectancy VS Mean of Stan-
dard Deviation.PRG(Agenti) = 0.004

Accordingly, a decision has to be taken; sets of norms that
produce: either the wealthiest society but with a high het-
erogeneity, or, a wealthy society (but not as wealthy as the
previous one) but with a lower heterogeneity too.
Despite this discussion, we would also like to observe the
norms producing the two highest clusters that previously we
distinguished between homogeneous and heterogeneous.
The sets of norms obtained in the heterogeneous cluster are
exactly the same that the ones obtained in the first experi-
ment.
The sets of norms obtained in the homogeneous cluster are:

1. If (Plenty(AgentA) or Normal(AgentA)) Then Do Not give Resources

to AgentB

2. If Normal(AgentA)

If Starving(AgentB ) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

3. If Normal(AgentA)

If Normal(AgentB) Then Give Resources toAgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

4. If Normal(AgentA)

If (Starving(AgentB ) or Normal(AgentB) ) Then Give Resources

to AgentB

ElseDo Not give Resources toAgentB

If Plenty(AgentA) Then Do Not give Resources toAgentB

These norms are slightly different from those obtained
in the first experiment. In these sets of norms, theStarv-
ing agents might still get some resources from other agents,
while in the other example did not happen. These favouring
to theStarvingagents is due to the amount of resources; in
this scenario is easier for the agents to find resources, there-
fore, makes sense to help them all. These differences con-
firm H2 - Environmental settings can affect the ranking

of social norms. All the sets can be summarized into the last
one. In these sets of norms we can still confirm the theory
proposed at the end of the first experiment: to obtain a ho-
mogeneous society agents still have to pay attention on the
other agents state to succeed.

Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented in this article a simulated society and an
exhaustive study of social norms oriented to share resources
that members of such society might use. From this analysis,
we are now able to establish a quality scale of the different
sets of social norms when acting separately. We can conlude
that selfish behaviours promote the proliferation of dicta-
torships of resources (some agents holding the majority of
resources without sharing them with the rest of the society),
consequently obtaining an heterogeneous society. On the
contrary, in order to obtain homogeneous societies, the sets
of norms have to promote empathy (making agents share
resources in an intelligent way).
In this article, we have assumed that all members of the
society share the same set of social norms. This assump-
tion cannot be made when trying to simulate a real-life
environment where to apply social norms as it could be
a peer-to-peer information market. In this kind of real
problems, it might happen that each individual uses a
different set of social norms. Once we know the qualities
of all the possible sets of norms, we intend to study the
mechanisms that make a certain set of social norms become
the dominant and used by the vast majority of the members
of a society. Special attention will be paid on reputation
mechanisms as a mean to control fraudulent behaviours.
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